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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S, 61, we considered a 2-dimensional system of ordinary differential 
equations periodic in time, and discussed the relation between the number 
of periodic solutions and the manner of linking of finitely many given 
periodic solutions. We showed that the number of periodic solutions of any 
fixed period is bounded from below by a number depending only on the 
manner of linking of the given solutions. We also gave a sufficient con- 
dition on the manner of linking for the existence of infinitely many periodic 
solutions. 
However, these results were proved only in the case where the system is 
dissipative. The purpose of this paper is to remove this restriction, that is, 
to extend the results to systems not necessarily dissipative. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The manner of linking of periodic solutions will be expressed as a braid. 
We recall here the definition of a braid, and introduce some notation 
needed in the statement of our theorems. For general references, see [ 1,7]. 
Also see [S, 61. 
Suppose X is a topological space. A continuous map from the interval 
[0, l] to X is a path in X. A path h is a loop if h(0) = h(1). For two paths h 
and h’ with h( 1) = h’(O), the product path hh’ is defined by (M’)(t) = h(2t) 
or h’(2t - 1) according to whether t < $ or t > 4. Let x,, be a point of X. A 
loop 1 is bused at x0 if I(O) =x0. Two loops 1, I’ in X based at x0 are 
equioalent if there exists a continuous map H from [0, l] x [0, 1 J to X 
such that for any r E [0, 11, H(t, 0) = l(t), H(t, 1) = 1’(t), and H(0, t) = 
H( 1, t) =x0. (Intuitively speaking, 1 and I’ are equivalent if 1 can be con- 
tinuously deformed to I’ and during the deformation the base point 
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remains fixed.) The equivalence class of a loop I is denoted by [1]. Define 
the product of two equivalence classes [r] and [I’] by [1][1’] = Cl/‘]. 
Then the set of equivalence classes of loops in X based at x0 together with 
the product operation defined above forms a group, which is called the 
fundamental group of X and denoted by x,(X, x0). The inverse element of 
[I] is given by [I-‘], where i-‘(t)= I(1 -t). 
Let n be a positive integer. Let W, denote the topological space of 
unordered n-tuples of distinct points in the plane R*, i.e., W,, = 
{AcR*I #A=n}. H ere W, is topologized in the natural way, i.e., W, is 
identified with the quotient space V,,/-, where V,, is a subspace of R*” 
defined by 
v,= {(x,3 .*a, x,) 1 xi E R2 for i = 1, . . . . n, xi # xj if i # j}, 
and (x1 , ..‘, -4 - (Y,, ..., y,) if the subsets {x,, . . . . x,} and { y,, . . . . yn} of 
the plane coincide. Then a map I from [0, l] to W,, is continuous if and 
only if there exist paths I,, . . . . I, in R2 such that I,(t), . . . . I,(t) are distinct for 
any t and that f(t) = {l,(t), . . . . I,(t)). The fundamental group of W,, is called 
a braid group and is denoted by B,, and an element of B, is called 
an n-braid or simply a braid (see [ 1, p. 51). Thus an n-braid is the 
equivalence class of a loop in W,. 
There is an alternative way to define a braid. We call the image of a path 
in a space X an arc in X. A subset A of R* x [0, l] is called a geometric 
braid (with n strings) if the following conditions hold (cf. [ 1, p. 61): 
(i) A is a union of disjoint arcs A,, . . . . A, in R* x [0, 11. 
(ii) For any i= 1, . . . . nandt~[0,1],Ain(R2x{t})hasexactlyone 
point. 
(iii) ZA(0)=IA(l), where IA(f)= {xER*I(x, t)EA} for tE [0, 11. 
An example of a geometric braid is given in Fig. 1. If A is a geometric 
braid, then r,(t) E W, for any t and by (iii) 1,: [0, l] + W,, becomes a 
loop. Two geometric braids A and B with lA(0)=le(O) are said to be 
equivalent if the loops I, and I, are equivalent (i.e., 1, and I, represent the 
same element of B,). Then, we can also define a braid as the equivalence 
class of a geometric braid. In fact, since the correspondence “A + IA” 
between the geometric braids with n strings and the loops in W,, is bijective 
(note that for a loop I in W,, the set A = lJOCr<, (I(t) x {t}) is a geometric 
braid with 1, = I), the two definitions of a braid are equivalent. 
Let w  be an element of W,,. Then the braid group B, = 7cI( W,, w) has 
generators 0,) . . . . on ~, defined as follows. For i = 1, . . . . n - 1, define a loop Ii 
in W, by 
ii(t)= {e,, . . . . ei--,ei+u(t),ei+l--u(t),ei+*, ..even), 
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where ej = (j, 0), ~(1) = (t, -(t - t’)‘,‘). That is, ii(r) is constant on all but 
the ith and (i+ 1)th points and interchanges those two in a nice way. (The 
geometric braid corresponding to the loop fi is illustrated in Fig. 1.) The 
loop Ii is based at ~9~ = (e, ) . . . . e,}. Choose a path It in W,, from ~9~ to II’. 
Then the product path h -‘lit3 in W,, is a loop based at )I’. We denote by 
Oih, or simply by G,, the n-braid represented by this loop. Then, it is 
known that the braid group l?, = rc,( W,,, ~9) has a presentation with 
generators cr,, . . . . fin-, and defining relations (see, e.g., [ 1, Theorem 1.81) 
(iioi = o,oir if Ii--j1 32, i, j= 1, . . . . n- 1, 
oi(T~+l~i=~i+l~~~i+l~ i= 1 , . . . . n - 2. 
Let A be the ring Z[a, a-‘] of integer polynomials in the variable a and 
its inverse, and let GL(n - 1, A) be the group of all invertible matrices 
of size n- 1 with entries in A. The reduced Burau representation 
/3: B, + GL(n - 1, A) is a homomorphism defined by 
1 0 0 = (1 0 a-u 1 
0 0 1 
\oI 0 . 
L-3 0 
i-i 
1 0 
0 
a -a 
In-i-Z 
where i= 2, . . . . n - 2 and Z, is the identity matrix of size s. See [ 1, 
p. 121; 7, (16.4)]. 
I 
1 1 f 1 1 r/i-O 
/ . 
/i” i-l 
i\ . 
. . . 
~-- 
-7 
i+l 1+2 
‘/ 
t=l ” 
FIGURE 1 
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Given an n-braid r~ and an integer k, let rk(c) be the coefficient of ak in 
the pOlynOmia1 trace j?(o). It iS Clear that rk(b) = rk(c’) if two braids B and 
0’ are COnjUgate. Hence the map rk: & + Z does not depend on the choice 
of the path h in the definition of cri, while b depends on h. 
For an n-braid TV and a positive integer p, we denote by M(o, p) the 
number of integers k satisfying the following: 
(ii) k and p are relatively prime, 
(iii) k is not divisible by n. 
3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Consider the system of ordinary differential equations, 
x’=f(t, x), t~R,xcR~, (1) 
where f is a Cl-map from R3 to R2’ and is periodic in t of period 1. 
Throughout this paper, we assume that every solution of (1) is defined on 
an interval (a, cc ), where a 2 - 00 may depend on each solution. 
DEFINITION 1. A solution of (1) is a p-periodic solution for a positive 
integer p if it is a periodic solution admitting the period p and no smaller 
integral period. The integer p is called the period of the solution. 
Let C = {cl, . . . . c,} be a set of n distinct periodic solutions of (1) such 
that 
{Cl(O), . . . . c,(O)} = {c,(l), . . . . c,(l)). (2) 
Condition (2) means that for any i= 1, . . . . n and any integer m, there is a 
number j with ci(t +m) = ci(t) for any t; that is, the periodic solution 
obtained from ci by simply translating time by m also belongs to the set C. 
For example, if c is an n-periodic solution, then the set {c,, . . . . c,} of 
n-periodic solutions, where ci( t) = c( t + i). satisfies Condition (2). It follows 
from Condition (2) that for any i = 1, . . . . n, ci is a p-periodic solution for 
some positive integer p < n (which may depend on i). 
DEFINITION 2. Condition (2) implies that the path I, in W,, defined by 
k(t) = (cl(t), ..., c,(r)}, for O<t<l 
becomes a loop. The n-braid represented by this loop I, will be called the 
braid of C and denoted by a(C). 
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FIGURE 2 
EXAMPLE. Suppose c is a 3periodic solution whose orbit is as in Fig. 2, 
and assume that values c(O), c(l), c(2) lie on the inner closed curve. Let 
ci(t)=c(r+i)fori=1,2,3and C={c,,c,,c,}.Then,since thegeometric 
braid corresponding to the loop 1, in W, is as shown in Fig. 3, the braid 
a(C) is equal to (T~~~u~(T~. 
For a positive integer p, denote by N(C, p) the number of p-periodic 
solutions not contained in C. The following theorem shows that N(C, p) is 
bounded from below by numbers depending only on p and the braid of C. 
Let n be a positive integer. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose C is a set of n distinct periodic solutions of system 
( 1) satisfying (2). Then we have 
NC, P) 3 p(M(a(C), p) -n), for all p, 
a PM(4C)v P)? for sufficiently large p. 
This theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1’ below. To 
state Theorem l’, we define a non-negative integer L(C, p) as follows. Let 
T: R* + R* be the Poincare transformation associated to system (1). T is a 
FIGURE 3 
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Cl-embedding, which maps a point x to the value at t = 1 of the solution of 
x at t = 0. It is clear that a solution c is a p-periodic solution if and only if 
c(0) is a periodic point of T of least period p. For a p-periodic solution c, 
define an integer u(c) as follows. Let 1 and p be the eigenvalues of 
DTP(c(0)), the derivative of Tp at c(O), with 111 > 1~1. Define 
u(c) = least positive integer q so that 14, ~‘7 > 0, 
if 111 > 12 1~1 and such q exist, 
= 0, otherwise. 
For i = 1, . . . . n, let pi be the period of the periodic solution ci, and let 
qi = piu(ci). L(C, p) is then defined by 
L(c, PI’ f 6tP, 4i)lPiv 
i= I 
where 6(k, k’) = 0 or 1 according to whether k # k’ or k= k’. Clearly 
0 < L(C, p) < n and L(C, p) = 0 for any p # q, , . . . . qn. 
THEOREM 1’. Suppose C is as in Theorem 1. Then 
WC P) 2 P(M(4C)v P)- UC, P)), for all p. 
For example, let n = 3 and let C satisfy c(C) = bz~:6$u1 (see Fig. 2). 
Then the computation shows that trace B(a(C)) = -a* + a3 - a4 and hence 
M(o( C), 1) = 2. Also it is clear that L( C, 1) = 0, for each member of C is a 
3-periodic solution. Therefore, by Theorem l’, N( C, 1) 2 2. Thus system (1) 
has at least two l-periodic solutions. 
Remark. We say (1) is dissipative if there exist B>O and t, >O such 
that for every solution c, )/ t.( t)ll < B for all t >, to, where B is independent of 
the particular solution while to may depend on each solution (see [6, 
(7.1)], cf. [4]). In the case of dissipative systems, we have already proved 
Theorem 1’. In deed, we have obtained a sharper estimate [6, Theorem 41, 
NC P) 2 P(M’(C(C)Y P) - UC7 P)), for all p, 
where M’(a(C), p) is the number of integers k satisfying the conditions 
r,(a(C)P) # 0, k and p are relatively prime. 
As an application of Theorem 1, we have a sufficient condition for the 
existence of infinitely many periodic solutions in the case where C consists 
of three periodic solutions. Let 0 = (G, a2)3. Then the center of the group B, 
is generated by 8. For a positive integer p and a finite sequence 
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I= (i,, . . . . id) of integers, let $(I, p) denote the number of integers k such 
that 
2dp<k<(j, is--d)p, (k, p)= 1, (k,3)= 1, 
where (-, -) denotes the greatest common measure. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose C = (cl, c2, c,> is a set of distinct periodic 
solutions of (1) satisfying (2). Assume that there exist an integer m and a 
finite sequence I = (i, , . . . . id) of integers with d 2 1, i, > 5, i,, . . . . i, > 4 such 
that the braid a(C) is conjugate to Orno o2 . . . cr;“o*. Then we have 
NC P) 2 P(W P) - 3), for ail p. 
We say that a 3-braid (T satisfies Condition (A) if (T is conjugate to a 3- 
braid 8” 0’1 cr 1 2 ... @a2 for some integers m, d, i,, . . . . i, with d> 1, i, 2 5, 
12, ..., id2 4. If i, 2 5, i,, . . . . ida 4, then +(I, 3’) = 3’-‘2(C,d= i i, - 3d) 2 
3’-‘4 for any j> 1. Hence, by Theorem 2, we immediately have 
COROLLARY. Suppose system ( 1) has three periodic solutions c,, c?, c3 
such that the set C = (c,, c2, c3} satisfies Condition (2) and such that a(C) 
satisfies Condition (A). Then ( 1) has infinitely many periodic solutions. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose (1) has a 3-periodic solution c as in Fig. 2. Let 
c,(t)=c(t+i) for i=l,2,3 and C={c1,c2,cj}. Then, as has been seen, 
a(C) = a2a:aza1. This braid satisfies Condition (A). Indeed, by the relation 
aza,az=a1a2a1, we have aga,a2=a,a2a: and hence 
where a - a’ means that a is conjugate to a’. (In the last section, we give an 
algorithm which enables one to decide whether a given 3-braid satisfies 
Condition (A).) Therefore, by the corollary, we obtain the result that if 
system (1) has a 3-periodic solution as in Fig. 2, then it has infinitely many 
periodic solutions. 
Remarks. (1) In the case of dissipative systems, we have obtained the 
above corollary under some additional assumptions [S, Theorem 1; 6, 
Theorems 2 and 51. Also, Kobayashi [3] has obtained a sharper result in 
that case. He proved that (1) has infinitely many periodic solutions if C is 
as in Theorem 1 and the link corresponding to the braid a(C)p, (p, = 
(ala2 ..*an)(a,a,-,... a, )) is not a graph link (this assumption is 
equivalent to (A) in the case n = 3). It seems difficult to extend his result to 
non-dissipative systems by using the method in this paper. 
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(2) When for a fixed p every p-periodic solution is hyperbolic, the 
estimates for N(C, p) in this paper can be considerably improved as in 
Proposition 3 and 4 of [6]. Also, when the permutation corresponding to 
Go is not a cycle, we can obtain sharper estimates than those in this 
paper by using the “twisted” Burau representation given in [S, (3.5)] (cf. 
[S, Theorem 23). However, the result is rather complicated. We omit the 
details. 
4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1’. Let C consist of cl, . . . . c,, and let E = 
{Cl (Oh . . . . c,(O)}. Since a solution c of (1) is a p-periodic solution if and 
only if c(0) is a p-periodic point (i.e., a periodic point of least period p) of 
T, N(C, p) is equal to the number of p-periodic points x of T with x $ E. 
Hence, it s&ices for the proof to estimate this number. For this purpose, 
we first recall a result on the existence of periodic points given in [6]. 
Let L be a topological space homeomorphic to a closed disk with n 
disjoint open disks removed. Fix a base point x0 of L. It is well known 
that A,( L, x0) is a free group of rank n. Let CL = { c~i, . . . . a,} be a free basis 
of z,(L, x0). Let po, be the homomorphism from the braid group 
B, = rc,( W,, , w,,) to the group of all automorphisms of x,(L, x0) defined by 
Pa (ai) = ai? + I a;‘, j=i 
= a,, j=i+l 
= aj, j#i, i+ 1. 
Suppose S: L + L is a continuous map fixing the base point x0 and p is 
a positive integer. For a fixed point x of the iterant Sp, define an integer 
w,(x) by 
%(x)=P(.(c(sp~u) u-‘I), 
where u is a path in L from x0 to the fixed point x and pal is the 
homomorphism from TC~(L, x,,) to Z defined by ,uL,(ai) = 1. The following 
lemma is a slightly less general case of Lemma 1 in [6]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose S: L + L is a continuous map satisfying S(x,) =x0 
and such that S, = ~,(a~): K~(L, x0) -+ x1( L, x0) for some free basis a of 
zl( L, x0) and some o,, E B,. Then for any integer k and positive integer p 
satisfying rk(o{) # 0 and (k, p) = 1, there exists a p-periodic point x1 of S 
with 0,(x,) = k. 
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Now let T,: R’ -+ R’ be the time t-map associated to system (1). 
(T, maps a point x to the value at time t to the solution of ?I at time 0.) 
Note that T, = T. Fix a positive integer p. We can choose disks D, D, 
(i = 1,2, 3) in the plane such that 
(a) D,x-C 
(b) DzxD, u TP(D,), 
(c) D,~T~(D,)forq=O,...,p-1, 
(3) 
(d) Int D I T,(D,) for 06 t < 1 (Int = interior). 
By Condition (d), we can extend the isotopy T, IO,: D3 -+ R2 (0~ t < 1) to 
an isotopy S,: D + D (0 < t < 1) such that S, is a diffeomorphism fixing the 
boundary pointwise for any t and So is the identity. Let L be the compac- 
titication of D -E obtained by blowing up each c,(O) to the unit sphere Ui 
of the tangent space at ~~(0). L is homeomorphic to a closed disk with n 
disjoint open disks removed and satisfies L = (D-E) u U, where U= 
iJ;= 1 Ui. Since S, is Cl, it is easy to show that St I D-E has a unique 
continuous extension S: L + L; S is defined on Ui by sending v E Ui to the 
normalization of the vector DT(c,(o))v~ Uj, where j is determined by 
T(ci(0)) = ~~(0) (cf. [2, p. 24; 6, p. 4271). Clearly S is a homeomorphism 
and S=Ton D,-E. 
Fix a point x,, on the boundary of D. For a loop 1 in L based at x0, let 
[llH denote the element of the homology group H,( L; Z) represented by 1. 
For an element 7 of z ,(L, x,), let [vlH denote the homology class deter- 
mined by y, i.e., the image of 7 under the Hurewicz homomorphism: 
x,(L,x,,)+H,(L;Z). For i= 1, . . . . n, define an element [Vi] of H,( L; Z j 
as the fundamental class of the circle Ui embedded in L. As in [S, p. 333, 
Lemma 31, we can verify that there exist a free basis a of rc,(L,, x0) and a 
path h in W,, from EE W,, to u’,, such that 
(i) for i= 1, . . . . n, [ailH= [Vi], 
(4) 
(ii) S, =p,(h,(4C))): 7c,(L, x0) -, n,(L, -G, 
where h, : rc,( W,, E) + rc,( W,, w,,) is the homomorphism induced by the 
path h, i.e., h, is defined by h,( [I]) = [h-‘/h]. 
For a fixed point x of Sp, define an integer o(x) by 
where u is a path in L from x,, to x and p: H,(L; Z)-+Z is the 
homomorphism defined by p([U,]) = 1 for i= 1, ,.., n. (Note that 
o(x)=o,(x) for any free basis a satisfying (4)(i).) Then we have 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose x, is a p-periodic point of S such that n j 0(x1), 
x, # U. Then xl is a p-periodic point of T and x, $ E. 
Proof. Since x, $ U, x, E D - E. We first claim that xr E Dz - E. Sup- 
pose x, were an element of D-D,. We can choose a path u in D- Dz 
from x,, to x,. By (3)(c), S,(T4(D,) = Ty+‘(D2) for q=O, . . . . p- 1. This 
implies that 
F’(D-Dz)=S;(D-D,)=Sf-‘(D-T(D,))= ... =D-TP(D,). 
Hence by (3)(b), 
Sp(D-DZ)u(D-DJ=(D-TP(D2))u(D-Dz)cD-TP(D,). 
Thus (SPou)u-’ is a loop in D- TP(D,), i.e., the loop (Spou)u-’ lies 
outside the disk TP( Dl ) which contains E. This implies that 
[(sP.U)U-qH=m([U,]+ ... + [U,]) 
for some integer m. Hence w(x,) = p( [(SJ’o u)u- ‘lH) = mn and this 
contradicts that n j 0(x,). Thus we have that x, E D2 - E. Since by (3)(c), 
.!P(x,) = T4(x1) for q = 0, . . . . p - 1, x1 is a p-periodic point of T. Clearly 
x1 I$ E. Thus the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
Now assume k is an integer such that rk(a(C)P) ~0, (k, p) = 1, n j k. 
Assume further that k is not contained in the set V defined by 
V= {o(x) 1 x is a p-periodic point of S and x E U}. 
By the definition of h *, r,(h,(a(C)P)) = rk(u(C)p). Hence by Lemma 1 and 
(4)(ii), there exists a p-periodic point x, of S with 0,(x,) = k. By (4)(i), 
0(x1) = o,(xl). Also, since k # V, we have x, $ U. Hence by Lemma 2, x1 is 
a p-periodic point of T with x1 4 E. Also, note that .&(C, p) > # V (cf. [6, 
p. 4301). Therefore 
N( C, p) 2 # { p-periodic points of Ton D - E} 
~~~#{k$~lr~(~(C)~)#O,(k,p)=LnIk} 
2 PW(4C), P) - # v 
2 p(Wo(C), P) - UC, P)). 
Thus the proof is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let go = &,‘(T~. .. ayaz. Then, since Ok is 
conjugate to (Po~)~, and since the matrix p(0) is the identity matrix 
multiplied by the scalar a3, we have 
trace ~(o(C)~) = trace /?(PPc$) = u3mp trace /?(og). 
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This implies that ~,Jo(C’)~) = rk j,,zP(~~) and hence M(o(C), p) = M(a,, p). 
Since i > 5 i i > 4 we have by [6, p. 4291 that , H , 2, ..., d, 1 
rk(4 Z 0, (5) 
This implies that M(o,, p) 2 $(I, p). Therefore M(a(C), p) 2 $(I, p), and 
by Theorem 1, the proof is completed. 
5. CONDITION (A) 
Here, we give an algorithm which enables one to decide whether a given 
3-braid satisfies Condition (A). First, for a tuple M = (WI,, . . . . md) of non- 
negative integers, define a tuple y(M) by 
~(M)=(m,-,+m,+~,m,+~,...,m,+~~~), m=O, d>2, 
= (m,-, - 1, m,,, - 1, r7b+,, . . . . mr+d-2h m = I, d> 2, 
=h+,-21, m=l,d=2,M#(l, l), 
=M, otherwise, 
(f-5) 
where m=min{m,, . . . . m,}, s=min{i)i= 1, . . . . d,mi=m}, and m,,m, 
(r>d) mean md, mr-d respectively. Then .i-‘(M)=ydm~ ‘(M) for ks-d- 1. 
Now let o be an arbitrary 3-braid. Choose an integer m and a sequence 
J= (j,) . . . . j,) of non-negative integers (d is even) such that 
o=@“a~~~...~~-l~‘d 
2’ (7) 
Such m and J exist, because 8 is in the center of B, and a, L and a; ’ are 
expressed as products of I!- ‘, c,, cr2. In fact 
a,’ = e&‘02(a,a,)2, a;’ = e-‘(a,fJ,)20,. 
PROPOSITION. The 3-braid o satisfies Condition (A) if and only if the 
sequence ydp ’ (J) has a component greater than 2. 
Proof: For g, (T’ E B,, we write 0 m 0’ if 0’ = P&r6 - ’ for some integer 
m and 6eB3. Let <=o,o~. Note that c3=0 and t2=a,ta,. For a tuple 
K= (k,, . . . . k,) of integers, let r(K)= r(k,, . . . . k,)= D:~+~cJ~... f~?+~r~~. 
Then if s is even, 
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because 03 = Wj(a,B)j = Wi(&,r2)j = 0-‘&{t2 = t?-‘o,~~~~+~cr~~,. 
Moreover, by Definition (6) and the relations r(j, 0, k) = &(j+k), 
r(j, 1, k) = &(j- 1, k- l), we have r(K) - r(y(K)). This relation and 
(7), (8) imply that 
fJ h- r(yd- ‘(J)). (9) 
Now suppose yd- ‘(J) h as a component greater than 2. Then 
Definition (6) implies that each component of yd- ‘(J) is greater than 1. 
Hence, by (9), 0 satisfies Condition (A). 
Suppose ydp ‘(J) h as no component greater than 2. Let A be a set of 
3-braids 6 such that 6 - 5, 5 - ‘, 0, rr2c,, or &, , where i is an integer. Then, 
it follows from Definition (6) that r(yd- ‘(.I)) E A. Hence (9) implies that for 
any p, ap E A. For a 3-braid 6, let Q(s) denote the number of integers k 
with ~~(8) #O. Then it is easy to show that if be A, then Q(s)<2. Hence 
Q(cp) 6 2 for any p. This implies that 0 does not satisfy Condition (A), 
because if CJ satisfies Condition (A), then by (5) Q(crp) + co as p + cc. 
Q.E.D. 
For example, let g= o~~:(T:(T,. Let m=O and J= (0, 1,2,2, 1,O). Then 
m and J satisfy (7), and y’(J) = ~‘~(1, 2, 2, 1) = ~~(0, 1, 2) = (3). Thus by the 
Proposition, r-r satisfies Condition (A). 
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